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The operational guide identifies the
importance in preserving historic
buildings that exist throughout
Colorado.

Understanding Certified Local Governments in the State of ColoradoA Guide for Commissions, Staff, The Main Street Communities, Elected
Officials and Community Partners
Due to the in-depth jurisdiction of certified local governments throughout
Colorado the Colorado Department of Local Affairs, along with the
Colorado Main Street Program, inquired for the development of a
operational guide for understanding several aspects of the certified local
government communities and communities established in the Main
Steet Program. A Certified Local Government (CLG) is a local government
having a partnership agreement with the State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO) and the National Park Service (NPS). There are currently
121 Colorado communities that have a preservation ordinance (as of
June 30, 2016), 54 of which are CLGs, and 6 Main Street communities
that have preservation ordinances that are not CLGs.

The guide defines how design guidelines
are used in CLGs to preserve historic
buildings and shape appropriate new
development in historic context.

Certified Local Government Map of Colorado

Historic resources such as this water
tower are highlighted in the operation
guide to show that not only buildings
are historically significant and should
be preserved.

Colorado Main Street Communities Map
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The manual introduces a foundation of basic preservation principles,
operating procedures and practical advice that will help new
commissioners understand the realm in which they will operate; at the
same time, it will help experienced commissioners refine their skills
regarding basic concepts, common terminology, and core principles of
preservation practice. It also provides an insight into local preservation
systems for elected officials and members of other boards (such as
planning commissions) who are interested in how HPCs operate. Zoning
and building code officers, community development directors and Main
Street managers will also benefit from the material, since their duties
often bring them into contact with HPCs.
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This inventory map of Old Town, Steamboat Springs is used in the operational
guide to illustrate several descriptions of how inventories can be used. Preservation
commissions can use the inventory as a reference point in determining if any properties
would merit consideration for designation.
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